Proposal Calls for Joint Student-Faculty Residence for Educational 'Experiment' 

By CHAT BLAKEMAN

If the Student Committee on Undergraduate Education (SCUE) proposed several innovations aimed at eliminating crowded classrooms like the one above, the group called for a "rejuvenation of undergraduate education at the University.

A REPORT RELEASED Monday by the Student Committee on Undergraduate Education (SCUE) proposed several innovations aimed at eliminating crowded classrooms like the one above. The group called for a "rejuvenation of undergraduate education at the University."
WASHINGTON - House Democrats argued publicly Thursday that the U.S. would not have intervened in the Vietnam war by Dec. 31 by cutting off military aid. In a carefully worded letter, four Congressmen headed by Democratic Whip Thomas F. O'Neill urged all members to support efforts in both houses so that "this major withdrawal" could be completed in later than Dec. 31, 1973.

The Detroit News Sublet: Nice Newly remodeled two bedroom furnished with little time renting in their Vietnamese war bars, their guards and kept for a special surprise that killed one American and II other men in a 15 mile strip out west. November military sources said three early Sunday. Infection was ended on a U.S. ship in the past few hours of the Vientiow.

VIENNA - Communist source at the strategic arms conferences (SALT 1) and Monday, the United Nations Security Council on a new round of disarmament work. The new round was not expected to be completed until the end of June. The sources said that the next round of disarmament work would be completed.

NEW DILL - The Brussels Press of Iran (PTI) quoted official sources in Teheran as saying that Iran agreed to a setback for a person convicted of a felony to have a firearm in public. The setback was not expected to be completed until the end of the year.

The Philadelphia Inquirer Sublet: Nice Newly remodeled two bedroom furnished with little time renting in their Vietnamese war bars, their guards and kept for a special surprise that killed one American and II other men in a 15 mile strip out west. November military sources said three early Sunday. Infection was ended on a U.S. ship in the past few hours of the Vientiow.

LONDON - The United Nations has supported the most powerful air defense system outside Europe and stated that the United States had not been the Institute for Strategic Studies. Monday. The Institute said that the Soviets shipped Egypt $2.5 billion in sophisticated weapons in the last year, giving Cairo about 10,000 crew men, and 4,000 advisors.

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court agreed Monday to reexamine the issue of whether the 1968 gun control law makes it an automatic crime for a person convicted of a felony to have a firearm in public. The setback was not expected to be completed until the end of the year.
Mondale Speech
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...would present an annual public report of educational television. More hours watching television than government inefficiency the documents for consideration by an are therefore "public relations," the you to think that he's chosen the only proposal might possibly meet with "security," Mondale noted. "But science, consumers, and national testimony to a Joint U.S. House •

Trustees
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The proposal for recently graduated trustees stemmed from the Task Force Report on University Governance which called for the expansion of the board to include "no young alumni trustees, too to be elected each year. The Task Force Report stated, "the graduating class of the undergraduates schools would elect one more student, the same number of faculty membership from students and the products and professional schools would do the same."

The original recommendation was approved last fall by the University Council, but was defeated at a subcommittee meeting. The recommendation of both bodies will be considered by the body along with "other certain opinions."

Calley
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..argued the judge had not yet made up his mind on whether to instruct the jury on the Supremacy, conflict, or war and see how the jury would vote in a hung jury. "We will jurors that the Vietnam case will be formally pronounced April 19 by the lead defense lawyer, said he intended to make a strong argument Tuesday morning to the effect that if the jury returned a verdict of not guilty or mistrial, that would mean the case would be dismissed by the military counsel."

...was 1962 when the last woman died in California since April 12, 1967, and it is estimated that there have been some 100 executions since that time. The cases are reviewed annually by the California Department of Corrections. The nature of the crimes and the circumstances of the executions vary considerably.

Manson and 3 Women Followers Sentenced By Jury Monday to Death in Gas Chamber

The jury has returned to its consideration of the Manson Family followers who were convicted of murder in the Tate-LaBianca murders, and the expected appeals to higher courts. There has not been an execution in California since April 12, 1967, and the Manson case is the first in the nation to reach the gas chamber. The defense was in a position to challenge the death verdicts: "I'm not going to ask for a pardon," said Paul Gitto, head of the defense team, "I'll file for a new trial."

PUNCH PARTY

Department of Hannock Languages

April 7, 8 & 10 • $100 Musician appearance and design for Middle East and visit to the University of California, San Diego. Tickets are available in the Health Center, 5th floor of Brown Hall, or in the Office of Student Activities, 1231 Sproul Hall, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. Tickets: $10.00 in advance, $12.00 at the door.

EVENINGS WITH MICHAEL COONEY

APR. 7 & 8 • FLYING BURRO BRUSIL

APR. 9 & 10 • LIVINGTON TAYLOR

FULLY AIR-CONDITIONED

Book Sale

$2.00 REGULAR PRICE... BARGAINS !!!

LODAN HALL

Language Lab

Room 13

Ground Floor

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS

(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)

You believe you're entitled to privacy and freedom in your personal and sexual life. But are you equipped to handle the responsibilities and rewards of a sexual relationship? How can you make your sexual dreams come true? How can you avoid unwanted pregnancies? How can you protect yourself and your partner? No one may be more qualified than us to help answer these questions.

We can help you plan ahead, and provide information and counseling. Our special offer includes: a free information packet (including information on birth control, family planning, and general health tips, plus a $5 discount on any further purchase). Call today or stop by and pick up a packet.

LUNCH BANG WOON ROOM AT A BATTERY

"Campus Security, Guard Controversy At IV," by George Barcus

EARN UP TO $200.00 OR MORE

You need SALESHELPERS and PROMOTERS for the close of our 1971 Comprehensive training program, starting May 1.

CALL 5V 2-8601

11:00 AM

After 1:00 PM Day

PUC presents

A SECOND Cat Stevens Show!!

IRVINE AUDITORIUM SAT APRIL 3 at 11:00 P.M.

PROMOTION 10% DISCOUNT

FOLLOWING THE 8:00 PM SHOW TICKETS 4.00 3.50 2.50 ON SALE

HOUTHALL - WANNAMAKERS

ELECTRIC FACTORY CONCERT OFFICE

MAKEL VACATIONLAND YOUR VACATIONLAND

When the heats on...
The Senate List

By MAURICE OBSTFELD
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Conarroe, an associate professor of English, further commented that the lack of faculty and student distinction between experiences in the quality of education here prompted the chairman of the Student Committee of existence, rather than a fragmented experience."
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Frosh Heavies Shoot for the Gold

‘Big Three’ Face Darkhorse Challenge

Lightweights Must Outstare Contests

Heavies Shun ‘Rebuilding Year’ Predictions

By PHIL SHIMKIN

April 17 to defend the Childs Cup shells.

And transfer students and, perhaps Ten Eyck Trophy i which represents rowing supremacy. The Quaker Penn, Harvard, and the University of

that they verge on boredom.

disputably the best in the country last

was potentially one of the finest in the Quaker Scullers of England. Five seniors were left from that squad and

But between adventures Nash describes his life in crew.

Themselves with their names pricked he had an ultra-experienced crew that

Their style has improved and the boat has

The atmosphere is a lot more

Since the start of the crew season is still

Heavies travel to New York City an April 17 to defend the Childs Cup shells.
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Ted Nash leads as exciting Mr.

The atmosphere is a lot more

As a result the frosh heavywight crew enters into an esoteric which
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